Self-Serve Kiosk Pay Station
zControl is a complete operations management system for valet parking
operations. Provide your parkers with efficient service, empower your staff
to achieve higher performance standards and have operations control at
your fingertips.

The Ultimate in Customer Convenience
ZipPark’s self-serve kiosk pushes customer convenience and satisfaction to
a new level. Customers quickly and easily pay for parking while
avoiding lines and freeing up your cashiers. Place these stylish kiosks near
your cashiering stations or at a remote location and watch your customers
flock to them.

IBM Style & Reliability
Running on the IBM Anyplace Kiosk, zControl’s Self-Serve software
benefits from the style, reliability, and support built into IBM products. It’s
the perfect platform for your customers: sleek, stable, secure.

Quick, Easy and Powerful
The ZipPark Kiosk from IBM allows your customers to quickly pay for their
parking and begin the vehicle retrieval process. The full-color touchscreen
display guides your customer through a few simple steps to complete their
transaction. All instructions are clear and understandable. And extra help is
always at their fingertips.
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Self-Serve Kiosk Pay Station
A Few Simple Steps
Your customer is guided through the steps of scanning their claim check,
swiping their credit card, and retrieving their receipt. The entire transaction
can be completed in less than one minute.

Reduce Manpower, Satisfy Customers
ZipPark’s self-serve kiosk is a win-win solution. Customers pay for their
parking without the need of a cashier so you reduce labor costs. And,
because they serve themselves, there’s no waiting in lines. Less waiting
means happier customers, customers that will return again and again.
Kiosks can be added at anytime to keep up with demand as more
customers self-serve. And, unlike adding personnel, there’s no learning
curves or training necessary to become fully productive. Just plug it in and
go.

Flexibility Built In
Configurable to allow all customers to self-serve, or just VIPs, we designed
the kiosk software to be flexible...the way you run your business. You can
even configure it to simply request vehicle retrievals and still cashier
customers at the pointof-sale computers.
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